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As the cost of branch transactions soar, what is the best way to migrate to more efficient channels while still delivering a personal
touch? Introducing the NEXT evolution in banking–an uncompromising vision of high-tech, high-touch self-service for today’s
branch. NEXT isn’t just a glorified ATM with a new surround, but a completely different approach to branch banking. Fully core
integrated, NEXT automates low value transactions while putting the power of conversations, engagement, and assistance in
your associates’ hands with a savvy tablet interface.
Replicating many of the services a teller can deliver, both members and staff can use NEXT to drive transactions–truly combing
self-service, assisted-service and full-service into one kiosk. Plus, with future flex options built right in, start with NEXT1 for basic
teller functionality and easily upgrade to NEXT2 or NEXT3 with a cash recycler for more robust transaction sets.
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F U N C T I O N A L IT Y

COMPARE SOLUTIONS

Core Integration
NORM enabled
Tablet enabled
RTA enabled (Coming Soon)
iQ enabled (Coming Soon)
Service Sidekick enabled

Print cashier’s checks
TRANSACTION SETS

View account activity
Transfer between accounts
Deposit checks
Make payments
Print receipts
Request help
Deposit cash
Cash a check to the penny
Make change
Get cash
Serve two consumers simultaneously
Support two NEXT kiosks with one recycler

TABLET INTERFACE
• Available on all NEXT platforms

• Reprint transaction receipts

• Receive real-time activity notifications

• Manage kiosk maintenance
and troubleshooting

• View of all kiosks in the branch
•

Status and use

• Secure teller authentication

•

Alerts for assistance

• Available in a web app for
full portability

• Handle overrides and approvals
• Takeover transactions to assist
members “hip to hip”’

Whether you choose NEXT1, NEXT2 or NEXT3, all are more powerful than anything that’s come before.
Self-Service, Assisted-Service, Full-Service in one solution. In a word, brilliant.
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